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n This material can be freely used for personal or academic purposes without 

any previous authorization from the author, provided that this notice is 

maintained/kept. 

n For commercial purposes the use of any part of this material requires the 

previous authorization from the author.
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Interactive Data Visualization
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What you should remember 
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n Perceptual Processing 

t “Preattentive” properties (the properties, the tasks, how to test) 

t Change Blindness (what is it, and theories - Nothing is stored)  

n Perception in Visualization 

t Color - Do not use RGB or CMY; Munsell; Sequential and Divergent; Categorial 

t Channel capacity (Single < 3 bits; Multi < 4.5 bits) 

t Weber Law (relative versus absolute); Stevens’ Law (perceived = real ^ x [ < 1]) 

n The fundamental ideas of Semiology of Graphical Symbols 

n data -> (x, y, z*) 

n The eight visual variables(VV) 

n position, shape + size, brightness, color, orientation, texture + motion  

n Tasks list(s)



Interactive Data Visualization

General Rules for Exploratory Data Analysis
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

t Evidence for a hypothesis is always relatives another competing hypothesis 

t Always ask “Compared to What?"

9

Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

Testing whether an air cleaner installed in a child’s home improves 
their asthma-related symptoms. 

This study was conducted at the Johns Hopkins University School of 
Medicine and was conducted in homes where a smoker was living for at 
least 4 days a week. 

Each child was assessed at baseline and then 6-months later at a second 
visit. The aim was to improve a child’s symptom-free days over the 6-
month period. In this case, a higher number is better, indicating that they 
had more symptom-free days. 
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

t Evidence for a hypothesis is always relatives another competing hypothesis 

t Always ask “Compared to What?” 
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t What is your causal framework for thinking about a question? 
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 
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Air quality standards in the U.S. concerns the 
long-term average level of fine particle 
pollution, also referred to as PM2.5 

The standard says that the “annual mean, 
averaged over 3 years” cannot exceed 12 
micrograms per cubic meter.



Principles of Analytic Graphics

t Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

t What is your causal framework for thinking about a question? 
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

n Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data  

t Multivariate = more than 2  variables  

t The real world is multivariate 

t Need to “escape flatland"

15



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 
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it seems that there is a slight negative 
relationship between the two variables. 

That is, higher daily average levels of PM10 
appear to be associated with lower levels of 
mortality (fewer deaths per day). 

Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

mortality tends to be higher in the 
winter than in the summer 



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

PM10 levels tend to be high in the 
summer and low in the winter. 



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

There is a slight positive 
relationship between the two 
variables in each season



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

n Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 

n Principle 4: Integration of evidence  

n Completely integrate words, numbers, images, diagrams 

n Data graphics should make use of many modes of data presentation  

n Don’t let the tool drive the analysis 
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 4: Integration of evidence
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

Ideally, a plot would have all of the necessary 
descriptions attached to it. 

You might think that this level of documentation 
should be reserved for “final” plots as opposed to 
exploratory ones, but it’s good to get in the habit 
of documenting your evidence sooner rather than 
later. 



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

n Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 

n Principle 4: Integration of evidence  

n Principle 5: Describe and document the evidence with appropriate labels, 

scales, sources
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 5: Describe and document the evidence with appropriate labels, 

scales, sources
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

Defaults



Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

n Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 

n Principle 4: Integration of evidence  

n Principle 5: Describe and document the evidence with appropriate labels, 

scales, sources 

n Principle 6: Content is King 

n Analytical presentations ultimately stand or fall depending on the quality, 

relevance, and integrity of their content.
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Principles of Analytic Graphics

n Principle 1: Show comparisons 

n Principle 2: Show causality, mechanism, explanation, systematic structure  

n Principle 3: Show multivariate data 

n Principle 4: Integration of evidence  

n Principle 5: Describe and document the evidence with appropriate labels, 

scales, sources 

n Principle 6: Content is King
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Reference: Butz AM, et al., JAMA Pediatrics, 2011. 

Edward Tufte (2006). Beautiful Evidence, 
Graphics Press LLC. www.edwardtufte.com 



Interactive Data Visualization

Comments about Data Preprocessing
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Metadata

n Sample from the cars data set 

n With the exception of first column (Vehicle name) we need more information! 

n With the column names it is much better but it is not enough !
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Metadata

n Associated Metadata 

28

+ Extended variable names and their meaning 

+ Used units  

+ Special values  

+ How to denote missing values



Metadata

n Metadata provides: 

t Source of data 

t Information that facilitates the interpretation of the data set 

t Units 

t Symbol to indicate a missing value 

t Reference point for some measurements  

t Resolution at which the measurements were acquired
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Basic statistics about the (scalar) data

n For simple data types (scalars) 

n All data types 

t Number of missing values 

n Excluding the non-numeric arbitrary  (names, address, etc) 

t Number of values out of range (if the range of variable is provided) 

n For non-continuous  values  

t Frequency distribution 

t Mode 

n For numeric  variables 

t Mean, Variance, etc.

30



Basic statistics about the (scalar) data

n Categorial variable (from Cars data set): Class

31

Absolute 
Frequency 
distribution

Relative 
Frequency 
distribution

Stats: 
   - mode 
   - domain cardinality 



Basic statistics about the (scalar) data

n Numeric (continuous) variable (from Cars data set): Engine Size 
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Statistics techniques for getting additional insights

n Outlier detection 

n “In statistics, an outlier is an observation point that is distant from other 

observations. An outlier may be due to variability in the measurement or it may 

indicate experimental error; the latter are sometimes excluded from the data set.!” 

n Cluster Analysis 

n Can help segment the data into groups with strong similarities 

n Correlation Analysis 

n Can help users to eliminate variables (because are redundant or highlight) 

33

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outlier
https://www.siam.org/meetings/sdm10/tutorial3.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_analysis

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outlier
https://www.siam.org/meetings/sdm10/tutorial3.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cluster_analysis


Statistics techniques for getting additional insights

n Correlation Analysis
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Missing Values and Data Cleansing

n Missing data: 

n malfunctioning sensor; blank entry on a survey; omission on a person entering 

the data; etc.. 

n It is necessary to define a strategy to deal with missing data. It should depend on 

the application domain, the number of missing values, the quality of the other 

variables. 

n Erroneous data 

n human error; malfunctioning sensor, etc.. 

n May be very hard to detect unless they are out of range values or obvious  outlier.
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Missing Values and Data Cleansing

n Discard the bad record 

n Is the most commonly applied; It implies a loss of information that should be 

evaluated. Sometimes the records with missing values are the most interesting to 

be analyzed. 

n Assign a sentinel value 

n Assign a sentinel value for each variable when the real value is in question 

(missing or erroneous). This value should be carefully considered in the 

processing. 

n Assign the average value 

n Average value for that variable; Minimally affects the statistics of that variable; 

The average may not be a good guess; It may mask outliers.
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Missing Values and Data Cleansing

n Assign value based on nearest neighbor 

n Try to find the (missing) value for one variable i for one particular record based on the 

value(s) for that variable based on the records that are the most similar to this 

particular record (based on the other variables).  We are assuming that the variable i 

depends  on all other variables and may not be the case. 

n When we have connectivity information (spatial or geo-spatial data, graphs) the 

nearest neighbor may be considered based on the available connections. 

n Compute a substitute value  

n All the previous methods are had hoc ! Some new statistical approaches propose 

methods and algorithms to make multiple imputations for the missing values 

n More info: ”Multiple imputation for multivariate missing-data problems: a data 

analyst’s perspective", by Joseph L. Schafer and Maren K. Olsen
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http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com


Normalization

n Most normalization methods require a distance metric. 

n One purpose is to scale different variables to comparable range of values. 

n Another objective is to redistribute the values if they are concentrated on a 

small part of the available scale 

n Examples of normalization functions:

38

• !"#$%&'()*+ =
+-./01/234+5/1
(+5274+5/1)

• !"#$%&'($)*+,-./ =
/1234567& /835
( /86:& /835)

• !"#$%&#'()"*+,- = /01-23454678% /01-946
/01-97:% /01-946

• !"#$%&'( =
*+,-./01#2

3

n Replacing Min and 

Max by ∂-Quantile 

and (1-∂)-Quantile



Normalization

n Data from 414 cars (from 2004); Variable: City Miles Per Gallon (City MPG)

39
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Normalization

n Data from 414 cars (from 2004); Variable: City Miles Per Gallon (City MPG)
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Dimension reduction

n In situations where the dimensionality of the data exceeds the capabilities of 

the visualization technique.

41

Bertini DataScience showcase (2014)

Example of Scatter Plot

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB0QFjAAahUKEwi9nOfwitjHAhXGuBQKHdyCBGc&url=http://cds.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/bertini_datascience_showcase_May12_2014.pdf&usg=AFQjCNGCYDZ8UwMnPFdVuQGSH1MsLujiOg


Dimension reduction

n In situations where the dimensionality of the data exceeds the capabilities of 

the visualization technique. It is necessary to investigate ways to reduce the 

data dimensionality, while at the same time preserving, as much as possible, 

the information contained within. 

n Principal Component Analysis (PCA) - read more 

n Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) - read more and more 

n Non-linear dimension reduction techniques: 

t Self-organizing Maps (SOMs) - read more 

t Local Linear Embeddings (LLE) - read more

42

http://www.cs.otago.ac.nz/cosc453/student_tutorials/principal_components.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multidimensional_scaling
http://documents.software.dell.com/Statistics/Textbook/Multidimensional-Scaling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organizing_map
https://www.cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/lle/papers/lleintro.pdf


Dimension reduction - Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

n PCA computes new dimensions/attributes which are linear combinations of 

the original data attributes. 

n The advantage of the new dimensions is that they can be sorted according to 

their contribution in explaining the variance of the data.  

n By selecting the most relevant new dimensions, a subspace of variables is 

obtained that minimizes the average error of lost information
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Interactive Data Visualization

Further Reading and Summary
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Q&A

REFAZER  TODA ESTA PARTE DE Q & A



Further Reading
n Recommend Readings 

t Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, Matthew O. Ward 

et all, 2015, pages 1 - 38. 

n Supplemental readings: 

t Cholera map’s John Snow: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1854_Broad_Street_cholera_outbreak 

t Napoleon 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Joseph_Minard 

t William Playfair: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Playfair 

t Florence Nightingale: 

− https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Nightingale 

t Periodic table: 

− https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table

45

Check - vis25timeline

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1854_Broad_Street_cholera_outbreak
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Periodic_table


What you should know
n What is Visualization. 

t grocking the data => take decisions 

n Data Visualization can be extremely powerful 

t Uncover new patterns; confirm hypothesis;  

n Why Visualization is important. 

t Stats not enough; communication needs; exploratory needs  

n Key aspects of today Visualizations. 

t Interactions; visual abstractions; multiple (linked) visualizations. 

n The general steps of a Visualization Process 

t Raw data -> data -> viz structures -> images -> perception + feedback  

n The role of Perception. 

t The role and the importance of the user.

46



Interactive Data Visualization
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Q&A



Intelligent agents competing in simulated e-commerce auctions 

n Visualization mapping: 

n x-axis is mapped to time; 

n y-axis is mapped to auction; 

n towers represent bids by  

different agents: 

n color mapped to agent ID 

n height is mapped to bid  

price; 

n width to bid quantity. 

48

Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



n A visualization of a CT scan of an abdominal aortic aneurism 

n yellow represents the artery; 

n purple represents the aneurism; 

n red represents metal tines  

in a set of stents inserted into 

the artery to support its wall 

within the aneurism. 

Abdominal aortic aneurism

49

Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Weather conditions

n A painter-like visualization of weather conditions over the Rocky Mountains 

across Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado: 

n temperature is mapped to color 

(dark blues for cold,  

to bright pinks for hot); 

n precipitation is mapped to orientation 

(tilting right for heavier rainfall); 

n wind speed is mapped to coverage  

(less background showing through  

for stronger winds),  

n pressure is mapped to size (larger strokes for higher pressure).

50

Figure 3.31  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Weather conditions
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Figure 3.32  - (Matthew Ward, et. all)



Brain Map

n Nerve connections in the brain of a patient with multiple sclerosis (MINT Lab)
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Brain Map

n Injuries are indicated by red cubes(MINT Lab)
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NYC Taxi and Uber Trips

n Analyzing 1.1 Billion NYC Taxi and Uber Trips, with a Vengeance (LINK)
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http://www.r-bloggers.com/analyzing-1-1-billion-nyc-taxi-and-uber-trips-with-a-vengeance/




67 pathogenic bacteria in the New York subway

n Study reveals the presence of 67 pathogenic bacteria in the New York subway (LINK)

56

http://www.pathomap.org




NYC Bike Share System

n A Tale of Twenty-Two Million Citi Bikes: Analyzing the NYC Bike Share System (LINK)
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http://www.r-bloggers.com/a-tale-of-twenty-two-million-citi-bikes-analyzing-the-nyc-bike-share-system/




ZIPScribble Map: France
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eagereyes.org

https://eagereyes.org/section/zipscribble-maps#US/3.86/38.23/-95.82




Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization Techniques Multivariate Data
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Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplots and Scatterplot Matrices  

n Their success stems from our innate abilities to judge relative position within a 

bounded space  

n As the dimensionality of the data increases, the choices for visual analysis consist of:  

n dimension subsetting (user selection or algorithm based suggestion); 

n dimension reduction;  

n dimension embedding ; 

n multiple displays (either superimposed or juxtaposed).
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Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplots

64

x-coordinate: number of atoms; 
y-coordinate: heat information; 

y = mx + b; m = -12.5 and b = 50 

Color of each point: Gibs energy



Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplots - Gapminder
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Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplot Matrices
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Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplots and Scatterplot Matrices  

n Their success stems from our innate abilities to judge relative position within a 

bounded space  

n As the dimensionality of the data increases, the choices for visual analysis consist of:  

n dimension subsetting (user selection or algorithm based suggestion); 

n dimension reduction;  

n dimension embedding ; 

n multiple displays (either superimposed or juxtaposed).
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Multivariate Data: Point-Based Techniques

n Scatterplots and Scatterplot Matrices  

n Their success stems from our innate abilities to judge relative position within a 

bounded space  

n As the dimensionality of the data increases, the choices for visual analysis consist of:  

n dimension subsetting (user selection or algorithm based suggestion); 

n dimension reduction;  

n dimension embedding ; 

n multiple displays (either superimposed or juxtaposed).
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Interactive Data Visualization

Line-Based Techniques 
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Multivariate Data: Line-Based Techniques
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Line Graphs



Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Inselberg in 1985

76

State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 



Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 





Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Check https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates 

n Check https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/ 

n See the video: https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 

https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates
https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/
https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA


Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Check https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates 

n Check https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/ 

n See the video: https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 

https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates
https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/
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Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Check https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates 

n Check https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/ 

n See the video: https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 

https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates
https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/
https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA


Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Check https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates 

n Check https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/ 

n See the video: https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 

https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates
https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/
https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA


Parallel Coordinates (||-coords or PCP)

n Check https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates 

n Check https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/ 

n See the video: https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA
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State of the Art of Parallel Coordinates 
J. Heinrich and D. Weiskopf 

https://eagereyes.org/techniques/parallel-coordinates
https://syntagmatic.github.io/parallel-coordinates/
https://youtu.be/ypc7Ul9LkxA


Multivariate Data: Line-Based Techniques

n Radial Axis Techniques  

n circular line graph; 

n polar graphs: point plots using polar coordinates;  

n circular bar charts: like circular line graphs, but plotting bars on the base line;  

n circular area graphs: like a line graph, but with the area under line filled in with a color 

or texture;  

n circular bar graphs: with bars that are circular arcs with a common center point and 

base line. 
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Multivariate Data: Line-Based Techniques

85



Interactive Data Visualization

Region-Based Techniques
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Multivariate Data: Region-Based Techniques

n Bar Charts/Histograms

87



Multivariate Data: Region-Based Techniques

n Tabular Displays 
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Multivariate Data: Region-Based Techniques
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Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization Techniques for Geospatial Data
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Latitude and Longitude
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Map Projections

n Map projections are concerned with mapping the positions on the globe 

(sphere) to positions on the screen (flat surface).  

n Π : (λ, φ) → (x, y) 

− Degrees of longitude (λ) in [–180, 180], where negative values stand 

for western degrees and positive values for eastern degrees. 

− The degrees of latitude (φ) are defined similarly on the interval  

[–90, 90], where negative values are used for southern degrees and 

positive values for northern degrees.
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Map Projections: to what kind of surface

n Most cylinder projections preserve local angles and are therefore 

conformal projections. The degrees of longitude and latitude are usually 

orthogonal to each other 
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Map Projections: Mercator projection

n is a cylindrical map projection. 

n It became the standard map 

projection for nautical 

purposes because of its ability 

to represent lines of constant 

course.
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Google Maps uses a close variant of 
the Mercator projection, and therefore 
cannot accurately show areas around 
the poles.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercator_projection


Map Projections: Mercator projection
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Map Projections: Mercator projection
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Map Projections: Mercator projection
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Map Projections: Mercator projection
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Geospatial phenomena data

n Spatial phenomena according to their spatial dimension: 

n point phenomena  

n line phenomena: have length, but essentially no width  

n area phenomena: have both length and width  

n surface phenomena: have length, width, and height  

n Maps can be subdivided into map types based on properties of the data 

(qualitative versus quantitative; discrete versus continuous) and the 

properties of the graphical variables (points, lines, surface, volumes).
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Visual Variables for Spatial Data
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Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization of Point Data
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Visualization of Point Data

n Point data are discrete in nature, but they may describe a continuous 

phenomenon.
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Visualization of Point Data

n Point data are discrete in nature, but they may describe a continuous 

phenomenon. 

n Discrete data are presumed to occur at distinct locations, while 

continuous data are defined at all locations  

n Smooth data refers to data that change in a gradual fashion, while 

abrupt data change suddenly. 
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Dot Maps

n Point phenomena can be visualized by placing a symbol or pixel at the location where that 

phenomenon occurs.  

n A quantitative parameter may be mapped to the size or the color of the symbol or pixel. 

t Symbols: circles are the most widely used symbol in dot maps, but squares, bars, or 

any other symbol can be used as well 

t Size: calculating the correct size of the symbols does not necessarily mean that the 

symbols will be perceived correctly.  

The perceived size of the symbols depends  

on their local neighborhood  

 (e.g., the Ebbinghaus illusion) 

t Color: take into account the problems of color 
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Dot Maps

n When large data sets are drawn on a map, the problem of overlap or overplotting of 

data points arises in highly populated areas, while low-population areas are virtually 

empty  
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Eight visual variables: Screen resolution

n 450.710 geo-referenced accidents between 2001 and 2013 in US
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Eight visual variables: Screen resolution

n Preprocessed data: 53% of items from original data set
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Dot Maps

n When large data sets are drawn on a map, the problem of overlap or overplotting of 

data points arises in highly populated areas, while low-population areas are virtually 

empty 

n Spatial data are highly non-uniformly distributed in real-world data sets.  

− Credit card payments, telephone calls, health statistics, environmental 

records, crime data, and census demographics, …, etc.. 

n Approaches for coping with dense spatial data  

t 2.5D visualization showing data points aggregated up to map regions  

t Individual data points as bars, according to their statistical value on a map
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Dot Maps

n Approaches for coping with dense spatial data 
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Geo-Spatial Data Viewer: From Familiar Land-covering to Arbitrary Distorted Geo-Spatial Quadtree Maps 
Daniel A. Keim, Christian Panse, Jorn Schneidewind, Mike Sips



Dot Maps

n Approaches for coping with dense spatial data 
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Geo-Spatial Data Viewer: From Familiar Land-covering to Arbitrary Distorted Geo-Spatial Quadtree Maps 
Daniel A. Keim, Christian Panse, Jorn Schneidewind, Mike Sips



Dot Maps

n Approaches for coping with dense spatial data 
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Dot Maps

n Approaches for coping with dense spatial data 
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Geo-Spatial Data Viewer: From Familiar Land-
covering to Arbitrary Distorted Geo-Spatial 
Quadtree Maps 
Daniel A. Keim, Christian Panse, Jorn 
Schneidewind, Mike Sips



NYC Taxi and Uber Trips

n Analyzing 1.1 Billion NYC Taxi and Uber Trips, with a Vengeance (LINK)
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http://www.r-bloggers.com/analyzing-1-1-billion-nyc-taxi-and-uber-trips-with-a-vengeance/




NYC Bike Share System

n A Tale of Twenty-Two Million Citi Bikes: Analyzing the NYC Bike Share System (LINK)
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http://www.r-bloggers.com/a-tale-of-twenty-two-million-citi-bikes-analyzing-the-nyc-bike-share-system/




Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization of Line Data
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Visualization of Line Data 

n The basic idea for visualizing spatial data describing linear phenomena is to 

represent them as line segments between pairs of endpoints specified by longitude 

and latitude. 

n A standard mapping of line data allows data parameters to be mapped to line width, 

line pattern, line color, and line labeling.  

n In addition, data properties of the starting and ending points, as well as intersection 

points, may also be mapped to the visual parameters of the nodes, such as size, 

shape, color, and labeling.  

n Lines do not need to be straight, but may be polylines or splines
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Visualization of Line Data 

n Flow Maps and Edge Bundling  
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Visualization of Line Data 

n Flow Maps and Edge Bundling  

120

Spatial Clustering in SOLAP Systems to Enhance Map Visualization, 
Ricardo Silva, João Moura-Pires, Maribel Yasmina Santos



Visualization of Line Data 

n Flow Maps and Edge Bundling  
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Visualization of Line Data 

n Geo-espacial lines 
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Mapping London's smells: ‘smellscapes’ show which streets stink

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/11653964/Mapping-Londons-smells-smellscapes-show-which-streets-stink.html

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/11653964/Mapping-Londons-smells-smellscapes-show-which-streets-stink.html
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Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization of Area Data
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Visualization of Area Data: Thematic maps

n Choropleth maps: values of an attribute or statistical variable are encoded as colored 

or shaded regions on the map 

t Assume that the mapped attribute is uniformly distributed in the regions 

n A problem of choropleth maps is that the most interesting values are often 

concentrated in densely populated areas with small and barely visible polygons, and 

less interesting values are spread out over sparsely populated areas with large and 

visually dominating polygons.
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Visualization of Area Data: Thematic maps
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Visualization of Area Data: Thematic maps
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https://homengo.com/immobilier/impots-locaux/carte/

https://homengo.com/immobilier/impots-locaux/carte/


Visualization of Area Data: Thematic maps

n If the attribute has a different distribution than the partitioning into regions, other 

techniques, such as dasymetric maps, are used. The variable to be shown forms 

areas independent of the original regions. To do this, ancillary information is 

acquired, which means the cartographer steps statistical data according to extra 

information collected within the boundary
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Visualization of Area Data: Thematic maps
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A third important type of map 
is an isarithmic map, which 
shows the contours of some 
continuous phenomena

An isarithmic map showing the 
the average anual temperature

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thematic_map



Visualization of Area Data: Cartograms

n Cartograms are generalizations of ordinary thematic maps that avoid the problems of 

choropleth maps by distorting the geography according to the displayed statistical 

value: 

n The size of regions is scaled to reflect a statistical variable, leading to unique 

distortions of the map geometry.
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Visualization of Area Data: Cartograms
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Visualization of Area Data: Cartograms

n A U.S. state population cartogram with the presidential election results of 2000. The 

area of the states in the cartogram corresponds to the population, and the color 

(shaded and not shaded areas) corresponds to the percentage of the vote. A bipolar 

color map depicts which candidate has won each state.  
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Figure 6.21 - Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications, 
Matthew O. Ward, Georges Grinstein, Daniel Keim, 2015 



Visualization of Area Data: Cartograms
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Issues for spatial data mapping

n Note that in spatial data mapping, the chosen class separation, normalization, and spatial 

aggregation may have a severe impact on the resulting visualization:

136

Different class separation with a significant impact on the generated map 



Issues for spatial data mapping

n Note that in spatial data mapping, the chosen class separation, normalization, and spatial 

aggregation may have a severe impact on the resulting visualization:
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Absolute versus relative mapping.  
On the right numbers are displayed relative to the population numbers 



Issues for spatial data mapping

n Note that in spatial data mapping, the chosen class separation, normalization, and spatial 

aggregation may have a severe impact on the resulting visualization:
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London cholera example with different area aggregations,  
resulting in quite different maps 



Other Issues in Geospatial Data Visualization

n Map generalization is the process of selecting and abstracting information on a map. 

Generalization is used when a small-scale map is derived from a large-scale map 

containing detailed information.  

t map generalizations are application- and task-dependent, e.g., good map 

generalizations emphasize the map elements that are most important for the task 

at hand, while still representing the geography in the most accurate and 

recognizable way: simplify points, simplify lines, simplify polygons, etc.. 

t Map labeling deals with placing textual or figurative labels close to points, lines, 

and polygons
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Other Issues in Geospatial Data Visualization
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Other Issues in Geospatial Data Visualization
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Other Issues in Geospatial Data Visualization
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Interactive Data Visualization

Visualization Techniques Time Oriented Data
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Bibliography….
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Chap. 7



Motivation

n Time and time-oriented data have distinct characteristics that make it 

worthwhile to treat such data as a separate data type
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Figure 7.1 - Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications 

?
24 days 28 days 



Characteristics of Time

n It is important to make a clear distinction between the physical 

dimension time and a model of time in information systems 

n A chosen model that is best suited to reflect the phenomena under 

consideration and support the analysis tasks at hand.  

n Characteristics of Time  

n Characteristics of Time-Oriented Data  

n Relating Data and Time
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Characteristics of Time
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Characteristics of Time-Oriented Data
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Visualizing Time-Oriented Data

n Mapping of time 

n Mapping of time to space: time and data are represented in a single 

coherent visual representation. Visualizations of time-oriented data 

static. 

n Mapping of time to time: utilize the physical dimension of time to convey 

the time dependency of the data. Dynamic representations. 

n Dimensionality of the presentation space  

t 2D: have to ensure that the time axis is emphasized 

t 3D: dedicated dimension for the time axis
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Categorization 

n data 

t frame of reference: abstract vs. spatial  

t variables: univariate vs. multivariate 

n time  

t arrangement: linear vs. cyclic 

t time primitives: instant vs. interval  

n vis 

t mapping: static vs. dynamic  

t dimensionality: 2D vs. 3D
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Data: Frame of Reference - Abstract 
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Data: Frame of Reference - Abstract 
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Data: Frame of Reference - Abstract 
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Data: Frame of Reference - Spatial
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Data: Frame of Reference - Spatial
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Data: Frame of Reference - Spatial
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Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate

n Check the video: https://youtu.be/h67riWWgwhc
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https://youtu.be/h67riWWgwhc


Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate
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Time Axis



Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate
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Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate

n Three types of interactive axes  

t scroll axis;  

t hierarchical axis;  

t focus within context axis.
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Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate
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Data: Number of Variables - Multivariate
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Time: Arrangement - Cyclic
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Time: Arrangement - Cyclic
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Time: Arrangement - Cyclic
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Time: Arrangement - Cyclic
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Two-Tone Pseudo Coloring 
(TTPC) uses a discrete color scale 
that consists of only a few colors 
(less than eight). 



Time: Arrangement - Cyclic
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Visualization: Dimensionality - 3D - Starting with 2D
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Visualization: Dimensionality - 3D - Starting with 2D
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Visualization: Dimensionality - 3D - Starting with 2D
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Visualization: Dimensionality - 3D - Starting with 2D

n The streams usually flow along the time axis and their width reflect the 

attribute of a particular stream at a particular point in time.  

n This attribute can be anything worthwhile investigating, such as time 

fluctuations of different company stock values, ranging from simple 

distributions to more complex variables. 

n The main advantage of a ThemeRiver visualization is that it portrays 

different data groups simultaneously, revealing their co-variance, showing 

how they behave together.
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TimeViz Browser
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http://survey.timeviz.net



TimeViz Browser
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TimeViz Browser
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Interactive Data Visualization

Tamara Munzner Rules of Thumb
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Tamara Munzner Rules of Thumb

n No Unjustified 3D (Benefits of 3D: Shape Perception) 

t Occlusion Hides Information 

t The Disparity of Depth 

t Perspective Distortion Dangers 

n Eyes Beat Memory 

t Using our eyes to switch between different views that are visible simultaneously. 

t Animation versus Side-by-Side Views 

t Change Blindness 

n Overview First, Zoom and Filter, Details on Demand 

n Responsiveness Is Required  

n Get It Right in Black and White  

n Function First, Form Next
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